Introduction

69
Theoretical studies have recently predicted that spatial expansion of populations can lead to the 70 fixation of deleterious mutations (1, 2) due to small effective size and inefficient selection on 71 range margins. When a spatial expansion proceeds for a long time, edge populations tend to 72 accumulate a series of deleterious mutations, leading to a decrease in fitness over time and space 73 (3, 4). This "expansion load" (3) can potentially affect the speed of the expansion and impose 74 constraints on the limits of a species range (5). Our recent empirical work supported these 75 theoretical predictions, and showed that spatially expanding bacterial colonies accumulated 76 deleterious mutations that impacted their fitness (6).
77
However, the accumulation of deleterious mutations is potentially not the only relevant between growth rate and the ability to reach the front, competition at the front should increase 87 the expansion speed in all cases. In general, selection for rapid range expansion can occur under 88 the same conditions as selection for rapid dispersal, with the caveat that selection for rapid range 89 expansion requires more stringent conditions. Indeed, it requires that different groups of 90 individuals compete with each other (groups that are located at different locations of a two 91 dimensional expansion front), in contrast to evolution for rapid dispersal that is based on 92 competition between different individuals competing for being at the front. One would thus expect that selection for rapid range expansion is only effective in certain types of organisms, 94 namely organisms that form very large populations and expand their ranges on wide fronts 95 where different clonal sectors can compete.
96
Under conditions where selection for rapid range expansion is expected, it is important to 97 consider its consequences for genome evolution. As mentioned above, range expansion leads 98 to a reduction in the effective population size on the front and consequently to an accumulation Here, we addressed this question by performing an evolution experiment with populations of 110 the bacterium E. coli. We let replicated populations of this bacterium expand their range by 111 placing them on a solid surface of nutritious medium and letting them expand radially, forming 112 an approximately circular expanding population. After three days of expansion (corresponding 113 to about 127 generations), we selected the section of the colony edge that had expanded furthest.
114
We collected about one million individuals from the outer edge of this protruding sector and 115 transferred them to a new habitat where we let them again expand. We thus imposed a regime 116 where only individuals belonging to the fastest growing sector could continue to evolve, 117 whereas all other individuals were removed.
We performed this evolution experiment independently in 20 populations, starting from the 119 same ancestral strain. In addition, we also evolved 20 control populations that were propagated 120 in the same way with the important difference that the sector of the front from which individuals 121 were selected to be transferred to a new habitat was chosen at random, thus without imposing 122 any selection for rapid range expansion. As in our previous range expansion experiment, we 123 worked with a mutator strain of E. coli having a mutation rate about 200 times higher than that 124 of wild-type E. coli.
125
Our goal here is two-fold. First, we ask whether there is a response to selection for increased 126 range expansion. As mentioned above, it is a priori not clear how the balance between mutation 127 accumulation and adaptive evolution will occur in such an experiment. As a consequence, it is 128 not clear whether this regime allows the selection of an increased expansion rate. Our second 129 goal is to analyze the magnitude and the quality of the genomic changes under control and 130 selected conditions. We are thus interested in examining how the interplay between mutation 131 accumulation and adaptive evolution shapes the genomes of the populations that we selected 132 for rapid expansion, and how this compares to the genomic evolution of controls without 133 selection.
134
If we were to observe more rapid range expansions, we could ask more specifically which 
Results
147
Increase in expansion speed 148 We let E. coli strains expand radially on top of agar plates for 13 periods of 3 days. We 149 compared 20 lines that were sampled at a random place after each period of 3 days (CONTROL 150 lines) to 20 lines that were sampled at the point of the colony that expanded the farthest (SEL 151 lines) (see Methods). The colony size was measured after every growth period of 3 days. We 152 find that the CONTROL colony sizes decreased significantly over time (-77 µm/day, 95% C.I.
153
[-95;-60], p-value: < 2 x 10 -16 ), whereas the size of the SEL colonies increased significantly
154
(227µm/day, 95% C.I. [192; 262] , p-value: < 2 x 10 -16 ) (Figure 1) The average number of mutations is 124.9 in CONTROL lines and 129.8 in SEL lines ( Figure   164 2). We tested for a significant difference in mutations numbers between the groups using a non- value =0.097). As previously described (6), the mutations are distributed along the genome with 172 a periodic pattern that is repeated nearly in mirror-image across the genome ( Figure 2B) 173 centered on the origin of the genome replication. This uneven genomic distribution of the 174 mutations implies that there is a variable mutation rate during the replication of the genome,
175
but that the two replication forks have similar changes in mutation rate as they traverse the 176 chromosome. We estimated these variable mutation rates across the genome by a wavelet 177 transformation (10) (Figure 2B ).
178
LOF mutations as a main driver of adaptation
179
We used Elastic Net (EN) regression (11) to ATPases (gsiA and yjgR), where mutations occur in both SEL and CONTROL line.
200
Mutations in these genes lead to an increased colony size, in agreement with the previous 201 observation that there is still some adaptation going on in CONTROL lines (6).
202
Genes leading to either increased or decreased colony size are involved in metabolic process, Finally, it is worth emphasizing that seven genes leading to an increased colony expansion are 215 connected to tRNAs (leuP, leuV, leuT, leuQ, aspU) or rRNAs (rrlA, rrlC), but that only one 216 gene connected to rRNA leads to a decrease in colony expansion (rsmF) ( Table 1) . Quite Figure 2B , and we compared the 235 simulated and observed numbers of genes targeted by these mutations (Figure 3) . synonymous and LOF mutations were analysed separately, and we categorized the genes in formation of the flagella, we found 13 non-synonymous mutations, 3 synonymous mutations, 269 9 frameshifts in the CONTROL lines and 11 non-synonymous mutations, 2 synonymous 270 mutations, and 13 frameshifts in the SEL lines (Table S4) 
277
Although there is no strong signal of adaptation when considering the dN/dS ratio at the whole DNA replication functions such as transcription, translation, or protein disassembly (Table S6) .
350
These GO results suggest that there has been selection against SSRs in essential genes and 
355
Quite unexpectedly, we find that 4 out of 8 genes copies of the leucine tRNA have frameshift
356
mutations that are associated to increased colony size (leuP, leuV, leuQ, and leuT) ( Table 1) .
357
These tRNAs are all targeting the CUG codon, which is one of the most abundant codon used
358
by E. coli. There are in total four copies of these tRNAs and there is not more than one mutation from the colony front using a sterile pipette tip and resuspended in 100 µl 0.85% NaCl solution.
428
One million cells were then used to inoculate a new plate ( Figure 1A) . We used two different were identified using BRESEQ, a computational tool for analyzing short-read DNA data (31).
456
The reads were mapped to the E. coli K12 MG1655 reference genome (NC_000913.3)
457
Estimation of dN/dS ratio
458
The synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions in each line were counted. WaveletComp R package. The extracted power levels were used to reconstruct the mutation 516 pattern over the genome by applying the reconstruct function of the Wavelet package, and we 517 extracted the probability P hit (i) that a gene i is hit by a mutation. We simulated the same number 518 of mutations as we found non-synonymous substitutions and synonymous substitutions in the 519 CONTROL and SEL lines by generating multinomially distributed random number vectors 520 with a length of the total numbers of genes and the probabilities that we determined by the 521 wavelet analysis. We simulated this vector 1000 times and we calculated the mean value as well 522 as the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles from the simulated data and compared to the observed 523 CONTROL and SEL data. 
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The number of mutations in a gene is indicated by the intensity of the color. 672 Figure S4 : Coefficients of the elastic net analysis. Blue: genes where a mutation leads to a decrease in 673 colony size. Red: genes where a mutation leads to an increase in colony size.
674 Figure S5 : Mosaic Plot of the number of significant genes from the Elastic Net analysis .The gene 675 function group are indicated at the top. Red: Genes where a mutation leads to an increase in colony size. Blue: Genes where a mutation leads to a decrease in colony size. The areas are proportional to the 677 number genes in the group combination. Table S4 : Mutations in SEL and CONTROL lines. An asterisk (*) indicates genes associated with the 691 "taxis" GO term. Highlighted genes are mutated in both conditions. 692 Table S5 : GO enrichment analysis using the top 10% of genes with the highest density of SSRs with a 693 length larger or equal 5. Table S6 : GO enrichment analysis with genes that do not have any SSRs with a length larger or equal 695 5.
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